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Figure 1. We propose LAYOUTBENCH (Sec. 3), a diagnostic benchmark for layout-guided image generation models with out-of-
distribution (OOD) layouts in four skills: number, position, size, and shape. Existing models such as ReCo [46] fail on OOD layouts by
misplacing objects. Next, we introduce ITERINPAINT (Sec. 4), a new baseline model with a better generalization on OOD layouts.

Abstract

Spatial control is a core capability in controllable image
generation. Advancements in layout-guided image genera-
tion have shown promising results on in-distribution (ID)
datasets with similar spatial configurations. However, it
is unclear how these models perform when facing out-of-
distribution (OOD) samples with arbitrary, unseen layouts.
In this paper, we propose LAYOUTBENCH, a diagnostic
benchmark for layout-guided image generation that exam-
ines four categories of spatial control skills: number, posi-
tion, size, and shape. We benchmark two recent representa-
tive layout-guided image generation methods and observe
that the good ID layout control may not generalize well
to arbitrary layouts in the wild (e.g., objects at the bound-
ary). Next, we propose ITERINPAINT, a new baseline that
generates foreground and background regions step-by-step
via inpainting, demonstrating stronger generalizability than
existing models on OOD layouts in LAYOUTBENCH. We
perform quantitative and qualitative evaluation and fine-

grained analysis on the four LAYOUTBENCH skills to pin-
point the weaknesses of existing models. We show compre-
hensive ablation studies on ITERINPAINT, including train-
ing task ratio, crop&paste vs. repaint, and generation or-
der. Lastly, we evaluate the zero-shot performance of dif-
ferent pretrained layout-guided image generation models
on LAYOUTBENCH-COCO, our new benchmark for OOD
layouts with real objects, where our ITERINPAINT consis-
tently outperforms SOTA baselines in all four splits.

1. Introduction
With the advance of image generation systems that can syn-
thesize diverse and realistic images, there is an increasing
demand for controllable image generation systems that can
precisely follow arbitrary spatial configurations defined by
users. For this reason, recent work has focused on the task
of layout-to-image generation [9, 11, 22, 24, 35, 40, 45, 52],
which aims to generate images conditioned on multiple ob-
ject bounding boxes and their paired object labels. Recent
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layout-guided text-to-image generation models [1, 23, 46]
extend predefined object labels with open-ended regional
captions, facilitating the models to generate open-set enti-
ties with the queried spatial configurations. With the recent
advances in large-scale image generation models [12, 32,
35, 36, 47], newer layout-guided models [1, 23, 46] have
shown promise in generating high-fidelity images follow-
ing spatial configurations.

However, most experiments in these previous works
are conducted in the in-distribution (ID) setting, where
the queried spatial configuration shares a similar layout as
the ones in the training samples. Hence, a natural ques-
tion arises: how well do these image generation meth-
ods perform in real-world scenarios with arbitrary, un-
seen out-of-distribution (OOD) layouts (e.g., many more
or larger/smaller or unusually positioned/shaped regions as
compared to the training samples)? Recent studies [23,
46] use qualitative and human evaluations to interpret the
model’s generation capabilities on arbitrary spatial config-
urations. However, those studies focus on the method de-
velopment and do not provide systematic benchmarks for
spatial control in image generation. In this study, we aim to
develop a benchmark to understand the status quo of image
generation with arbitrary spatial configurations and further
develop an iterative inpainting-based model to improve the
OOD layout generalization.

To this end, we first propose LAYOUTBENCH (Sec. 3), a
diagnostic benchmark featuring three properties as follows.
(1) We define four categories for spatial control: number,
position, size, and shape. LAYOUTBENCH systematically
designs the out-of-distribution (OOD) testing queries for
each skill, allowing easy comparison between different spa-
tial configurations. (2) We evaluate images by layout ac-
curacy in average precision (AP) to reflect the controllable
generation quality. With the release of a well-performing
category-balanced object detector that localizes generated
objects, LAYOUTBENCH allows fair and easy comparison
with prior works. (3) We choose to develop the benchmark
based on the CLEVR simulator [20] to disentangle the fac-
tor of image generation quality from the interested spatial
controllability. By simplifying the benchmark with sim-
ulated objects, LAYOUTBENCH can better reflect the true
spatial control capabilities and avoid blindly favoring large-
scale generation models that generate images with better vi-
sual qualities but do not understand spatial configurations.

Based on LAYOUTBENCH, we systematically evaluate
two recent representative layout-guided image generation
methods: LDM [35] and ReCo [46], where both models
are initialized by the Stable Diffusion checkpoint. We per-
form quantitative and qualitative analyses and fine-grained
split analyses on the four LAYOUTBENCH skills to pinpoint
the weaknesses of different models. As depicted in Fig. 1,
we find that both models fail on OOD layouts of LAYOUT-

BENCH, while they perform reasonably well on ID layouts.
Inspired by the OOD failures of existing models revealed

by our LAYOUTBENCH benchmark, we next propose ITER-
INPAINT, a new baseline for layout-guided image genera-
tion (Sec. 4). Unlike existing methods that condition all
the region configurations at a single generation step, ITER-
INPAINT decomposes image generation into multiple in-
painting steps and iteratively updates each region at a time.
By focusing on updating a single region at each time, the
model can tackle unseen, complex layouts more robustly
than existing methods. In experiments (Sec. 5), ITERIN-
PAINT shows significantly better layout accuracy on OOD
layouts and similar or better layout accuracy on ID lay-
outs than prior works. We also provide comprehensive ab-
lation studies on ITERINPAINT, including training task ra-
tio, crop&paste vs. repaint-based update, and generation or-
der. Lastly, we evaluate zero-shot performance of differ-
ent pretrained layout-guided image generation models on
LAYOUTBENCH-COCO, our new OOD layouts with real
objects, where our ITERINPAINT outperforms other SOTA
models in all four splits.

Our contributions are summarized as follows: (1) LAY-
OUTBENCH, a diagnostic benchmark for arbitrary spatial
control capabilities of layout-guided image generation mod-
els in four criteria: number, position, size, and shape, where
existing models often struggle (Sec. 3); (2) ITERINPAINT, a
new baseline for layout-guided image generation that gen-
erates foreground and background in a step-by-step manner,
which shows better generalization on OOD layout than prior
works (Sec. 4); and (3) detailed qualitative/quantitative/sub-
split evaluation of spatial control skills of different layout-
guided image generation models, comprehensive ablation
studies of ITERINPAINT design choices, and zero-shot eval-
uation of pretrained layout-guided image generation models
on LAYOUTBENCH-COCO (Sec. 5).

2. Related Work
Text-to-Image Generation Models. In the text-to-image
generation task, models generate images from natural lan-
guage descriptions. Early deep learning-based models [28,
33, 44, 48] were based on Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) [13]. Recently, multimodal language models and
diffusion models have been widely used for this task. X-
LXMERT [5] and DALL-E [31] introduce multimodal lan-
guage models that take text as input and generate discrete
image codes iteratively, where a vector-quantized autoen-
coder learns the mapping between image codes and pixels.
LDM [35] and GLIDE [29] propose text-conditional diffu-
sion models [18, 38] that iteratively update noisy images
to clean images. Recent multimodal language models (e.g.,
Parti [47] and MUSE [4]) and diffusion models (e.g., Stable
Diffusion [35], DALL-E 2 [32], and Imagen [36]) deliver
high level of photorealism in zero-shot generation.
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Figure 2. In LAYOUTBENCH, we measure 4 spatial control skills (number, position, size, shape) for layout-guided image generation. First,
1) we query the image generation models with OOD layouts. Then, 2) we detect the objects from the generated images, and calculate the
layout accuracy in average precision (AP). In each image, the ground-truth boxes are shown in blue and the objects detected are shown in
red. The images are generated by ReCo [46] trained on CLEVR [20], where it often misplaces (i.e., many red boxes outside of blue boxes)
or misses objects (i.e., many blue boxes are missed) on OOD layouts from LAYOUTBENCH.

Layout-to-Image Generation Models. In the layout-to-
image generation task, models generate images from lay-
outs (e.g., bounding boxes with paired text descriptions).
Early models adopt GAN framework [39, 41, 51], where
an adversarially trained convolutional generator is condi-
tioned on layout input. Mirroring the success of the text-to-
image models, recent layout-to-image models adopt multi-
modal language model (e.g., Make-A-Scene [12]) and dif-
fusion models (e.g., LDM [35], ReCo [46], SpaText [1],
GLIGEN [23], Universal Guided Diffusion [2]). While the
prior works encode and decode all region inputs in a single
step, ITERINPAINT decomposes image generation into mul-
tiple steps by focusing on generating one region at one time,
showing better generalization on unseen OOD layouts.

Evaluation for Layout-to-Image Generation. The
layout-to-image generation community has adopted two
types of metrics used in text-to-image generation tasks:
image quality and image-layout alignment. For image
quality, Inception Score (IS) [37] and Fréchet Inception
Distance (FID) [15] are commonly used. These metrics use
a classifier pretrained on ImageNet [8] that mostly contains
single-object images. Therefore, they are not well suited
for evaluating images with more complex scenes [10]. To
measure image-layout alignment, calculating FID on box
crops (SceneFID) [41] and object classification accuracy
on box crops [51] have been proposed. All these metrics
summarize the performance of layout-to-image models in a
single number, which does not reveal the skills in which the
model is good versus the model is bad. In contrast to the
existing metrics which do not pinpoint the model weakness,
our LAYOUTBENCH measures four spatial layout control

(number, position, size, and shape), to provide a more
fine-grained analysis of region control capabilities.

3. LAYOUTBENCH

We introduce LAYOUTBENCH, a diagnostic benchmark for
layout-guided image generation, with a focus on four spa-
tial control skills. In the following, we discuss dataset
(Sec. 3.1), layout accuracy (Sec. 3.2), and the poor general-
izability of existing methods [35, 46] on LAYOUTBENCH,
which motivates us to propose ITERINPAINT (Sec. 4).

3.1. Dataset

As illustrated in Fig. 2, LAYOUTBENCH evaluates spatial
control capability in 4 skills (number, position, size, shape),
where each skill consists of 2 different OOD layout splits,
i.e., in total 8 tasks = 4 skills × 2 splits. To disentangle
the spatial control from other aspects in image generation,
such as generating diverse objects, LAYOUTBENCH keeps
the same object configurations as CLEVR [19], whose ob-
jects have 3 shapes, 2 materials, and 8 colors (48 combina-
tions in total). Images in LAYOUTBENCH are collected in
two steps: (1) sample scenes for each skill, where a scene
is defined by the objects and their positions, (2) render im-
ages from the scenes with Blender [7] simulator and obtain
bounding box layouts. In total, we collect 8K images for
LAYOUTBENCH evaluation, with 1K images per task. In
Tab. 1, we show example images with ID and OOD layouts.
We explain the scene configurations below.

In-distribution: CLEVR. All scenes have 3∼10 objects.
These objects are positioned evenly on the canvas, with-
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ID layout OOD layout (LAYOUTBENCH)

CLEVR
Skill 1: Number Skill 2: Position Skill 3: Size Skill 4: Shape

few many center boundary tiny large horizontal vertical

Table 1. Example images with ID (CLEVR) and OOD (LAYOUTBENCH) layouts. GT boxes are shown in blue.

out much occlusion between them. In terms of size, the
rendered objects are in one of two scales {3.5, 7}. For
shape, the bounding box for each object is an almost per-
fect square. For each of the skills below, we only alter the
configurations specific to that skill, while keeping the re-
maining configurations the same as CLEVR.

Skill 1: Number. This skill involves generating images
with a specified number of objects. In contrast to the ID
CLEVR images with 3∼10 objects, we evaluate models on
two OOD splits: (1) few: images with 0∼2 objects; (2)
many: images with 11∼16 objects.

Skill 2: Position. This skill involves generating images
with objects placed at specific positions. Different from
ID CLEVR images featuring evenly distributed object po-
sition without much occlusion between objects, we design
two OOD splits: (1) center: objects are placed at the center,
thus leading to more occlusions; (2) boundary: objects are
only placed on boundaries (top/bottom/left/right).

Skill 3: Size. This skill involves generating images with
objects of a specified size. We construct two OOD splits:
(1) tiny: objects with scale 2; (2) large: objects with scale
{9, 11, 13, 15}. In comparison, the objects in CLEVR im-
ages have only two scales {3.5, 7}. We use 3∼5 objects for
this skill, as we find that using more than this number of
large objects can often obstruct the object visibilities.

Skill 4: Shape. This skill involves generating images with
objects of a specified aspect ratio. As the objects in CLEVR
images mostly have square aspect ratios, we evaluate mod-
els with two OOD splits: (1) horizontal: objects in which
one of the horizontal (x/y) axes are 2 or 3 times longer than
the other axis, leading to object bounding boxes with an as-
pect ratio (width:height) of 2:1 or 3:1; (2) vertical: objects
whose vertical (z) axis are 2 or 3 times longer than horizon-
tal (x/y) axes, resulting in object bounding boxes with an
aspect ratio of 1:2 or 1:3. We use 3∼5 objects for this skill,
as we find that using more than this number of objects can
often obstruct the object visibilities.

3.2. Layout Accuracy Evaluation

As illustrated in Fig. 2, we evaluate models with four spa-
tial control skills: number, position, size, and shape. Since

existing metrics FID and SceneFID measure how the over-
all distribution of Inception v3 [42] mean-pool features of
generated images/patches is similar to the feature distribu-
tion of ground-truth images/patches, they are less effective
in measuring how accurately each generated image follows
the input layout [10]. Following previous analyses [6, 16],
we evaluate the skills based on how well an object detector
can detect the object described in the input layout. To bet-
ter capture the objects with uncommon sizes, positions, and
aspect ratios etc, we train DETR [3] on separately gen-
erated 5K training images for each of 8 tasks, with 40K
total images. We initialize DETR parameters from the of-
ficial checkpoint with ResNet101 [14] backbone pretrained
on the COCO [25] train 2017 split. Following object detec-
tion literature [3, 34, 53], we report average precision (AP).

We evaluate two recent layout-guided image generation
models: LDM [35] and ReCo [46], trained on CLEVR. As
shown in Fig. 1, they fail on LAYOUTBENCH by ignoring
objects, misplacing objects, or placing wrong objects. We
closely examine the experiment results in Sec. 5.

4. ITERINPAINT

To improve the generalizability of OOD layouts, we pro-
pose ITERINPAINT, a new layout-guided image generation
method based on iterative inpainting. Unlike previous
methods [35, 46] that generate all objects simultaneously
in a single step, ITERINPAINT decomposes the image gen-
eration process into multiple steps and uses a text-guided
inpainting model to update foreground and background re-
gions step-by-step. In what follows, we briefly recap Sta-
ble Diffusion, which we build ITERINPAINT on (Sec. 4.1),
describe how we extend the Stable Diffusion for layout-
guided inpainting (Sec. 4.2), and introduce iterative fore-
ground/background inpainting (Sec. 4.3).

4.1. Preliminaries: Stable Diffusion

We implement the ITERINPAINT model by extending Sta-
ble Diffusion, a public text-to-image model based on La-
tent Diffusion [35]. Stable Diffusion consists of (1) a CLIP
ViT-L/14 [30] text encoder CLIPtext(s) that encodes a
prompt s into a 512-dimensional vector, (2) an autoencoder
(E(x), D(z)) with downsampling factor of 8, which em-
beds an image x into a 4-dimensional latent space z0 ∈
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Figure 3. ITERINPAINT Training. Our model is trained with (1) foreground and (2) background inpainting tasks (Sec. 4.3).

“Add red square”
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“Add gray background”

Inpaint
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: to be updated
: to be preserved

Context Image Generated Image

Inpaint
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Paste with mask
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def iterinpaint(caps, boxes):
# Empty image
img = Image.new((W,H))
# Add foreground
for cap, box in zip(caps, boxes):

prompt = f"Add {cap}"
mask = get_obj_mask(box)
gen = inpaint(img, prompt, mask)
img = (1-mask) * img + mask * gen

# Add background
prompt = "Add gray background"
mask = get_bg_mask(boxes)
gen = inpaint(img, prompt, mask)
return gen

Figure 4. ITERINPAINT Inference. Illustration (left) and Python pseudocode (right) of layout-guided image generation with ITERINPAINT

(Sec. 4.3). At each iteration, the inpainting model takes the prompt, mask, and previous image as inputs and generates a new image.

R(4,H,W ), and (3) a diffusion U-Net ϵθ that performs de-
noising steps in the latent space given timestamp t and
CLIP text encoding (conditioned via cross-attention). The
model is trained with the following objective: LLDM =
Es,z0,t,ϵ[||ϵ− ϵθ(zt, t,CLIPtext(s))||22].

4.2. Extending Stable Diffusion for Inpainting

Our ITERINPAINT method decomposes complex scene gen-
eration into multiple steps, where each step is a text-guided
inpainting [50] process. Concretely, a model completes an
image region, given a context image, a binary mask indi-
cating the region, and a text description of the region. To
enable inpainting, we extend the U-Net of Stable Diffusion
to take the mask and a context image as additional inputs.
We use a binary mask of the same size as the image, in-
dicating the region to be updated (1: to be updated; 0: to
be preserved). To encode the mask and context image, we
add 5 additional channels to the U-Net’s first convolutional
layer, where the first dimension is used to encode the spa-
tially downsampled mask m ∈ [0, 1](H,W ), and the remain-
ing 4 dimensions are for encoding the latent vector of the
context image zctx0 = E(xctx) ∈ R(4,H,W ). The resulting
layout-guided inpainting model takes a context image xctx,
a text prompt s, and a binary mask m, as input and generates
an image xgen = inpaint(xctx, s,m). Next, we describe
the training and inference process of iterative inpainting.

4.3. Iterative Inpainting

ITERINPAINT decomposes the image generation process
into two phases: (1) step-by-step generation of each bound-
ing box/mask (foreground), and (2) filling the rest of the im-
ages (background). This decomposition would make each
generation step easier by allowing the model to focus on

generating a single foreground object or background.
During training, as shown in Fig. 3, we use a single ob-

jective to cover both foreground/background inpainting by
giving the model a different context image and mask: (1)
foreground inpainting - we sample context objects (from
N GT objects) to show, then sample an object to gener-
ate; (2) background inpainting - we mask out all objects,
and generate the background. We explore different ratios to
sample the two training tasks in Sec. 5.4, and find a 30%
and 70% ratio for foreground and background inpainting
tasks gives the best performance. We train our model with
the modified latent diffusion objective [35], LIterInpaint =
Es,z0,t,ϵ[||ϵ − ϵθ(zt, t,CLIPtext(s),m, zctx0 )||22], where U-
Net is additionally conditioned on the mask m and the pre-
vious image zctx0 .

During inference, as shown in Fig. 4, we iteratively up-
date foreground objects and background, starting from a
blank image. For each step, we update the image by com-
posing context image xctx and the generated image xgen

using a mask m: xnew = (1−m) ∗ xgen +m ∗ xctx. For a
layout with N objects, our ITERINPAINT method generates
the final image with N + 1 (foreground + background) it-
erations. Overall, ITERINPAINT allows users to control the
generation order of each region and interactively manipu-
late the image from an intermediate generation step.

5. Experiments and Analysis

5.1. Experimental Setup

In addition to our ITERINPAINT, we evaluate two recent and
strong layout-guided image generation models, LDM [35],
and ReCo [46]. To focus on layout control evaluation, we
match the implementation details of three models.
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Method
CLEVR LAYOUTBENCH

val Number Position Size Shape Avg
few many center boundary tiny large horizontal vertical

GT (Oracle) 60.5/93.5 94.3/99.7 92.0/99.0 90.9/90.9 90.8/99.4 82.4/100.0 96.6/99.4 89.7/99.0 89.0/98.4 90.7/98.2
GT shuffled 0.0/0.0 0.1/0.1 0.0/0.0 0.0/0.0 0.0/0.0 0.0/0.0 0.0/0.0 0.0/0.0 0.0/0.0 0.0/0.0

LDM 54.5/91.8 14.0/48.7 4.7/20.7 5.5/28.0 5.9/15.1 0.0/0.0 37.8/68.2 2.0/12.8 9.3/38.5 9.9/29.0
ReCo 44.0/89.0 8.5/36.9 2.5/12.7 2.8/17.4 2.5/8.7 0.0/0.0 32.4/70.5 3.0/19.3 8.7/37.8 7.6/25.4
ITERINPAINT (Ours) 57.2/90.8 50.4/80.5 52.4/87.7 49.6/83.8 50.1/82.1 2.4/7.9 63.1/92.6 4.7/18.5 19.3/60.1 36.5/64.1

Table 2. Layout accuracy in AP/AP50 (%) on CLEVR and LAYOUTBENCH. Best (highest) values are bolded.

Method CLEVR LAYOUTBENCH

LDM 3.4/13.0 31.1/57.9
ReCo 2.8/13.6 30.4/58.2
ITERINPAINT (Ours) 12.7/36.3 31.4/49.0

Table 3. Image quality in FID/SceneFID on CLEVR and LAY-
OUTBENCH. Best (lowest) values are in bolded.

Dataset details. We train models on the 70K training im-
ages in CLEVR [20]. As the original CLEVR dataset
does not provide the bounding box annotations, we use the
bounding box annotations provided by [21]. The original
images have 480x360 (WxH) sizes. For training, we resize
the images into 768x512 and center crop to 512x512.

Model details. We initialize all model parameters with Sta-
ble Diffusion v1 checkpoints. We train all models for 20K
steps with batch size 128 (i.e., single batch at each of
16 V100 GPUs with 8 gradient accumulation steps), and
AdamW optimizer [27] with constant learning rate 1e-4.
Following [46], we update U-Net and CLIP text encoder
parameters, while freezing the autoencoder. During infer-
ence, we use classifier-free guidance [17] scale of 4.0 and
50 PLMS [26] steps.

Bounding box encoding. For LDM and ReCo, we quan-
tize each of the bounding box coordinates (x1, y1, x2, y2)
into 1000 quantized bins. For LDM, we learn 48
class embeddings for CLEVR objects. We describe the
layout by concatenating the list of object class tokens
and quantized bounding boxes (e.g., “<020> <230>
<492> <478> <cls23> <121> · · · ”) and encode it
with CLIP text encoder. Unlike LDM, ReCo takes the
text description for each region instead of class em-
bedding (e.g., “<020> <230> <492> <478> cyan
metal sphere <121> · · · ”) as input.

Evaluation metrics. For quantitative evaluation, we mea-
sure layout accuracy and image quality. Layout accuracy is
measured by AP (average precision) based on DETR-R101-
DC5 [3], as mentioned in Sec. 3.2. Higher AP indicates that
the generated images follow the input layouts more closely.
FID [15] and SceneFID [41] are adopted to measure image
quality. Lower FID (SceneFID) indicates that the generated
images (boxes) have a more similar feature distribution to
the ground-truth ones.

5.2. Evaluation on LAYOUTBENCH

Quantitative evaluation. We first evaluate the layout ac-
curacy on generated images in Tab. 2. The first row shows
the layout accuracy based on the ground-truth (GT) images.
Our object detector evaluator can achieve high accuracy on
both CLEVR and LAYOUTBENCH datasets, showing the
high reliability of the detection-based layout accuracy eval-
uation results. Especially on LAYOUTBENCH, our detector
achieves above 98% AP50.1 The second row (GT shuffled)
shows a setting where given a target layout, we randomly
sample an image from the GT images to be the generated
image. The 0% AP on both CLEVR and LAYOUTBENCH
means that it is impossible to obtain high AP by only gen-
erating high-fidelity images but in the wrong layouts.

In the bottom half of Tab. 2, we see that while all 3
models achieve high layout accuracy with above 89% AP50

on CLEVR, the layout accuracy drop by large margins on
LAYOUTBENCH, showing the ID-OOD layout gap. Specifi-
cally, LDM and ReCo fail substantially on LAYOUTBENCH
across all skill splits, with an average performance drop
of 57∼70% per skill on AP50, compared to the high AP
on in-domain CLEVR validation split. Both models espe-
cially struggle with layout configurations with many, tiny,
horizontally-shaped objects and when objects are placed in
center/boundary. This is not surprising, as we have shown
in Fig. 1; we will also show qualitative evaluation later
in Tab. 4 that LDM and ReCo demonstrate poor general-
izability to OOD layouts in LAYOUTBENCH.

In contrast, ITERINPAINT can generalize better to OOD
layouts in LAYOUTBENCH while maintaining or even
slightly improving the layout accuracy on ID layouts in
CLEVR. Specifically, we observe an average performance
gain of 49.5% for Number, 61.3% for Position, 15.0% for
Size, and 10.7% for Shape in AP50, compared to LDM and
ReCo. Even on the extremely challenging Size-tiny split,
where LDM and ReCo fails to render any tiny objects onto
the given positions, ITERINPAINT can at least break the
zero performance. Another challenging case is the shape-

1The AP of GT CLEVR images (60.5) is a bit lower than that of GT
LAYOUTBENCH (90.7), because CLEVR bounding box annotations pro-
vided by Krishna et al. (2018) [21] have minor errors. On our re-rendered
CLEVR images with precise bounding boxes, the object detector could
achieve 99% AP (see appendix for details).
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Method
CLEVR LAYOUTBENCH

val Number Position Size Shape
few many center boundary tiny large horizontal vertical

GT

LDM

ReCo

ITERINPAINT
(Ours)

Table 4. Comparison of generated images on CLEVR (ID) and LAYOUTBENCH (OOD). GT boxes are shown in blue.
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Figure 5. Detailed layout accuracy analysis with fine-grained splits of 4 LAYOUTBENCH skills. In-distribution (same attributes to CLEVR)
splits are colored in gray. For the Shape skill, the splits are named after their height/width ratio (e.g. H2W1 split consists of the objects
with a 2:1 ratio of height:width).

horizontal split, where all three models struggle, we fur-
ther conduct detailed analysis on the difficulty levels of each
split and the pain points of each model in Sec. 5.3.

In Tab. 3, we compare the quality of generated images
by reporting the FID/SceneFID scores. On CLEVR, the
LDM and ReCo achieves better FID/SceneFID metrics than
ITERINPAINT, indicating that the strong layout control per-
formance of ITERINPAINT comes with a trade-off in these
image quality metrics. However, on LAYOUTBENCH, the
three models achieve similar FID scores, despite the signif-
icant layout errors of LDM and ReCo, which suggests that
image quality measures alone are not sufficient for evaluat-
ing layout-guided image generation [10] and further justify
using layout accuracy to examine layout control closely.

Qualitative evaluation. Tab. 4 compares the GT images
and the images generated by the three models. On CLEVR,
all three models can follow the ID layout inputs to place the
correct objects precisely. On LAYOUTBENCH, LDM and
ReCo often make mistakes, such as generating objects that
are much smaller (e.g., Number-few) / bigger (e.g., Size-
tiny, Position-center) than the given bounding boxes and
missing some objects (e.g., Number-many, Position-center,
Position-boundary, Size-large). However, ITERINPAINT
can generate objects more accurately aligned to the given
bounding boxes in general, consistent with the higher lay-
out accuracy in Tab. 2. Especially for the extremely small
bounding boxes in Size-tiny, only ITERINPAINT, among the

three models, generates objects that fit. Interestingly, on
Shape-horizontal/Shape-vertical, while all three struggle to
generate long objects that are not seen in CLEVR, ITERIN-
PAINT tries to fill the given long bounding boxes by gener-
ating multiple objects. More qualitative examples per skill
are included in Appendix.

5.3. Fine-grained Skill Analysis

We perform a more detailed analysis on each LAYOUT-
BENCH skill to better understand the challenges presented
in LAYOUTBENCH and examine each method’s weakness.
Specifically, we divide the 4 skills into more fine-grained
splits to cover both in-distribution (ID; CLEVR configura-
tions) and out-of-distribution (OOD; LAYOUTBENCH con-
figurations) examples. We sample 200 images for each split
and report layout accuracy in Fig. 5.

Overall. Comparing across 4 skills, the majority of Size
skill splits (except for size=2) are the least challenging,
while the Position/Number skill is the most challenging.
ITERINPAINT significantly outperforms LDM and ReCo on
all splits. Among the other two, LDM has slightly higher
scores than ReCo overall.

Number. As the number of objects increases in the first
plot of Fig. 5, LDM and ReCo performance decreases,
while the ITERINPAINT performance remains consistent.
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Skill 1: Number Skill 2: Position Skill 3: Size Skill 4: Combination
few many center boundary tiny large common uncommon

4 chairs 10 cars 5 buses 5 suitcases 3 cars 3 broccolis person is holding tennis racket parking meter is next to clock

Table 5. Example images generated by ITERINPAINT given four splits of caption and layouts from LAYOUTBENCH-COCO.

Method Number Position Size Combination

ControlNet 9.2 15.3 10.8 6.4
GLIGEN 30.7 36.4 33.3 36.3
ReCo 30.9 38.9 24.1 18.7
ITERINPAINT (Ours) 31.4 39.1 33.5 44.1

Table 6. Zero-shot Layout Accuracy in AP (%) on
LAYOUTBENCH-COCO.

Position. As shown in the second plot of Fig. 5, there is a
slight ID-OOD performance gap for all three models. The
models perform similarly on boundary and center splits,
while slightly lower than the random ID split.

Size. As shown in the third plot of Fig. 5, the models are
better at generating large objects than small objects. No-
tably, all models fail at size=2, the smallest object scale
in our experiment. As shown in Tab. 4’s Size-tiny col-
umn, LDM and ReCo tend to generate bigger objects from
small bounding boxes, whereas ITERINPAINT could cor-
rectly generate small objects in the right location but misses
the details of right shapes or attributes.

Shape. As shown in the last plot of Fig. 5, there is a strong
ID-OOD gap for all three models. The models generate
vertically long (H2W1 and H3W1) better than horizontally
long (H1W2 and H1W3) objects. From our manual analy-
sis, there were some trends for models to prioritize fitting
the height to the width of the bounding boxes. This results
in trends of generating small square boxes for horizontally
long boxes that are too small to cover the box and generating
big square boxes that can sometimes cover some vertically
long boxes (see appendix for more examples).

5.4. Ablation of ITERINPAINT

We conduct ablation studies of ITERINPAINT design
choices: (1) Pasting (default) vs. Repaint based update, (2)
training task ratio for foreground & background inpainting,
and (3) object generation order. In summary, we found that
(1) repaint-based update suffers from error propagation, (2)
the 3:7 fg/bg training task ratio performs best, but other task
ratios perform similarly, and (3) ITERINPAINT is robust in
arbitrary generation orders, allowing flexible object layout
manipulation without full image re-rendering. Please see
appendix for detailed analysis.

5.5. LAYOUTBENCH-COCO: Zero-shot Evaluation of
Layout-guided Image Generation Models

Although our main focus is to provide a benchmark of
layout-guided image generation models with full control,
including the same computation and training data with arbi-
trary objects (e.g., blue metal cube), we also test the spatial
control capabilities of existing pretained models with lay-
outs of real objects (e.g., cars) in zero-shot. For this, we cre-
ate LAYOUTBENCH-COCO, a real object version of LAY-
OUTBENCH with 4 splits (Number, Position, Size, Combi-
nation), whose objects are from MS COCO [25]. The new
‘combination’ split consists of layouts with two objects in
different spatial relations, and the remaining three splits are
similar to those of LAYOUTBENCH.

We compare four models, covering both models with
segmentation mask inputs (ControlNet [49]; we create seg-
mentation masks by drawing bounding boxes with class-
specific colors), and bounding box inputs (GLIGEN [23],
ReCo [46], and our ITERINPAINT trained on COCO). For
evaluation metric, we use layout accuracy in AP with a
state-of-the-art object detector, YOLOv7 [43].

In Tab. 5, we show images generated by ITERIN-
PAINT on four splits of LAYOUTBENCH-COCO (see ap-
pendix for more generation examples from other methods).
Tab. 6 shows the layout accuracy of four evaluated models.
The bounding box-based models outperform the segmen-
tation mask-based model (ControlNet). Our ITERINPAINT
achieves higher layout accuracy than baselines in all four
splits, especially with a large margin in the combination
split. The experiment results indicate the effectiveness of
ITERINPAINT handling the challenging layouts.

6. Conclusion

We introduce LAYOUTBENCH, a diagnostic benchmark that
systemically evaluates four spatial control skills of layout-
guided image generation models: number, position, size,
and shape. We show that recent layout-guided image gen-
eration methods do not generalize well on OOD layouts
(e.g., many/large objects). Next, we propose ITERINPAINT,
a new baseline that generates foreground and background
regions step-by-step. In our detailed analysis of spatial con-
trol skills, ITERINPAINT has stronger generalizability than
baselines on OOD layouts. We hope that our work facili-
tates future work on controllable image generation.
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